We should be a principled force for peace and freedom on the world stage, a disciplined and compassionate
protector of the public purse here at home, a welcoming land of refuge for the world’s persecuted and
afflicted, a proud champion for clean Canadian technology, and a model of clear roles and responsibilities
between levels of government.
I am running to be the next Prime Minister.

Message from the Leader

Canada should be a country where no ambition is too big and where no dream is out of reach.

Welcome to My Vision for Canada.

ANDRE W SCHEER
Leader of Canada’s Conservatives
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And thank you, Premier Jason
Kenney. Boy that rolls off the
tongue so nicely, doesn’t it? Premier
Jason Kenney from the Province of
Alberta! Thank you very much.
Now, it is always a pleasure to be
back in Alberta. But even more so
after the last few weeks.
I have been truly inspired by what
Premier Kenney and the United
Conservative Government have
accomplished in just a few short
weeks on the job.
After winning the most votes of
any political party in the province’s
history, Alberta’s new government
has already moved very quickly to
deliver on the mandate that voters
gave them to get Alberta working
again.
They’ve introduced the Red Tape
Reduction Act, which is a bold and
necessary move that will restore
investor confidence in Alberta to
where the rest of Canada needs to
be.
The Job Creation Tax Cut, which
will allow job creators to keep more
money that they earn in their own
pockets, to reinvest and grow their
businesses.
And of course, as he mentioned,
Premier Kenney has made good on
his promise to eliminate Alberta’s
carbon tax.
Now, Jason Kenney and I have a lot
in common. We served together for
many, many years. We agree on a
lot of things.

I’ll be second. But I will repeal Justin
Trudeau’s carbon tax grab. That is a
promise.

Confederation was at the time, and
it remains today, sometimes an
unlikely and fantastic dream.

And Alberta should know that it
will have an ally in Ottawa come
October. A new federal government
that recognizes the precious role it
plays in creating opportunity for all
Canadians.

…A “political nationality,” in
the words of one of its fathers,
Sir George-Étienne Cartier, of
‘different races competing and
emulating for the general good.’

And I want to start at the beginning
of this speech, talking about
Canada as the country that we know
today from its very beginnings.

Canada was built on the idea that
it is possible to achieve a common
prosperity while also preserving
local identities of language and
belief and self-determination.

…Those critical years in the early
1860s when a brutal civil war raged
to our South.

That idea powered our founders in
the drive toward ‘A Mari Usque Ad
Mare.’
And it must continue to guide us
in the second half of our second
century, and beyond.

Everything…
is to be gained
by Union, and
everything is
to be lost by
disunion.

For, as Canada’s first Prime Minister
once said:
“Everything… is to be gained by
Union, and everything is to be lost
by disunion.”
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Thank you very much. What a great
honour it is to be here.

Now sadly, the wisdom of our first
Prime Minister appears lost on our
current Prime Minister.
By now, it is obvious that Justin
Trudeau is not as advertised.

…When a union from sea-to-sea
was just an audacious idea.
…and when 36 visionary leaders
assembled to hash out their
differences, to dream big, and to
put in place a framework for what
would become the greatest country
on earth.

But there is one thing on which we
disagree.

Forging our federation took
courage, it took strength, and it
took singular determination over
many years.

We both claim credit for the
promise that job number one will
be to repeal the carbon tax. I think
I came up with it first, he thinks he
came up with it first. But, credit to
him for being able to introduce it
first!

But making it work has been
another story altogether. An
ongoing story of co-operation, of
compromise, of friendship, and
mutual respect.

He was elected in 2015 on a wave
of big promises, the vast majority of
which are now broken.
But of all of them, his careless
mismanagement of the federation
ranks among the most damaging.
You may recall that he promised to
“Maintain open and collaborative
relationships with provinces and
territories, with the goal of working
together to serve and improve the
lives of Canadians.” That was his
quote.
But in just three short years,
relations between provinces and
governments are at their coldest in
generations.
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Look no further than right here in
Alberta.

government’s frustrated at his
overreaching.

transparency and accountability are
the cornerstones.

Instead of recognizing the nationbuilding potential of the west’s
natural resources and the people
who make them work, Trudeau’s
done the exact opposite.

More are sure to follow.

So, allow me to elaborate on a
couple of key principles.

Conservatives will champion
Alberta’s and western Canada’s
natural resources and ensure that
we are able to get them to market,
not just around the world, but here
in Canada as well.
Now sure, he met with Premiers
at the beginning, when they were
mainly fellow Liberals and allies he
could count on.

This is the very threat of disunion
that Macdonald warned about, and
the polar opposite of the sunny
ways that Trudeau campaigned on
in 2015.
It’s clear that every time there’s
a Trudeau in the Prime Minister’s
Office, our union begins to crack.

Now…not so much.
Now he is picking fights with the
provinces because he thinks he can
score a few points.
…He sends his ministers to attack
provincial counterparts.
…He intrudes into areas of
provincial responsibility.
…And he’s dividing province
against province and region against
region.
…And, blaming others when his
failed strategies blow up in his face.
Most egregious, though, is
Trudeau’s carbon tax.
And the profound arrogance and
disregard he has shown for duly
elected provincial governments that
have constitutional authority over
their natural resources.
Trudeau’s carbon tax is a betrayal
of confederation’s early promise.
And the discord he has sown has
prompted an unprecedented
number of legal actions against his
government coming from provincial

We’ve been hearing it here in the
West, both in my home province of
Saskatchewan and here in Alberta.
And I’m here to tell you,
unequivocally, that Canada has not
turned its back on the West. Only
Justin Trudeau has.
Friends, I believe there is a better
way. A much better way.
My vision for our country is one of
open federalism that recognizes
that decisions should be made by
the smallest and closest authority to
the people affected.
A federation built on respect
for provincial jurisdiction, with
provinces as full partners and
Quebecers as a nation within a
united Canada.
A Canada that makes meaningful
progress with Indigenous peoples
leading the way as full partners in
their own prosperity.
And a country where rights come
with certain responsibilities: a twoway street of nation-building, where

First, the idea of making decisions
at the point of most accountability.
Often these days, there are so many
complex funding arrangements
between jurisdictions, with different
strings attached and conditions
applied, and acronyms used, that
often nobody quite knows which
level of government the money
comes from.
But everybody knows whose pocket
the money came from. And that’s
you, the taxpayers who pay for it all.
The federal government
should empower lower levels
of government, provinces and
municipalities with greater flexibility
in terms of program delivery. Too
often, people sitting in desks in
Ottawa design programs with a
one-size-fits-all approach.
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He wants to phase out the industry
– and put hundreds of thousands of
people out of work here and across
the country.

Worse, though, his approach
has stoked regional alienation.
Provinces fighting against each
other, as the federal government
fails to assert its jurisdiction.
Legislation like Bill C-69 and C-48
that threaten national unity as they
are being pushed through, without
consideration on the impact on
industries that are vital to economic
growth.

Instead, we should trust local
representatives to know their
communities better than a
government official in Ottawa. And
the accountability and transparency
would naturally follow along with
that.
Related to that is a genuine respect
for provincial jurisdiction.
The federal government should
commit to stable and predictable
levels of transfers for important
social services, while at the same
time recognizing that each province
will have its own approach to
best manage and deliver those
programs.
Respecting provincial jurisdiction
doesn’t just apply to areas that
are constitutionally the provinces’
responsibility, like healthcare and
education.
It also applies to those areas in
which both governments have
policy and jurisdictional authority.
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Five provinces’ governments have
found different ways to fight climate
change without a carbon tax.
But Trudeau’s “My Way or the
Highway Federalism” has forced
Premiers to fight the federal
government in court on behalf of
their citizens.
Now, history tells us that
decentralization has led to more
creative program delivery and
more co-operative federalism. But
imposing a carbon tax on those
provinces that have found other
ways to lower emissions, is both
unfair and it betrays the spirit of
confederation.

committed to govern with open
federalism, respecting provinces’
responsibilities and needs,
including Quebec’s special status.
The previous Conservative
government eliminated the fiscal
imbalance that undermined the
relations between Ottawa and
Quebec for more than 50 years.
It also had Parliament recognize that
Quebecers form a nation within a
united Canada.
Of course, neither Conservatives
nor Liberals can take credit for all
the benefits we share as Canadian
citizens.
At different points in time, Primes
Ministers from both political
movements made important
contributions to our national fabric.

CONFEDERATION
The history that unites the
Conservative Party and Quebec is
as old as Canadian federation itself.
In fact, without the collaboration
between the Conservative Leaders
of Ontario and Quebec, John A.
Macdonald and George-Étienne
Cartier, Confederation would never
have happened in 1867.

As Leader of Canada’s
Conservatives, I’m proud of what
my predecessors have done to
strengthen the union between
Francophone Canadians and
Anglophone Canadians.
If Canadians elect a Conservative
government on October 21, I will
follow in their footsteps to continue
to strengthen Canadian Federalism.

It would never have reflected
as efficiently and accurately the
spirit of respect and equality that
makes it one of the great political
achievements of the 19 th and 20 th
centuries.

I will also be vigilant in the
protection and the development
of the rights of official language
minorities.

In our more recent history,
Conservative governments have
showed the same openness for the
aspirations of Quebecers and their
government.

That is not at all to say that federal
leadership is unimportant.

Brian Mulroney enshrined the
privileged status of the relationship
between Canada and France, one of
our two homelands.
He also made possible the creation
of the Sommet de La Francophonie.
A few weeks before the 2006
election, Stephen Harper

STRONG FEDERAL LEADERSHIP

Take pipelines and interprovincial
trade.
We live in a country where no
one has a veto on matters of
national interest clearly in federal
jurisdiction.
Confederation is predicated on
increasing our collective prosperity.
Just as the national railway would
not have been built without strong
federal leadership, the Canada
of tomorrow will not realize its
full potential without a federal
government that is willing to do
some heavy lifting.
It strikes me that this federal Liberal
government has abdicated its
responsibility to fight to get those
pipelines built in court. But it will
fight in court to impose a carbon
tax on the people of provinces that
don’t want it.
That’s quite a double-standard.
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Here again, the Trudeau carbon tax
is an example of overreach.

We don’t need a government of
Ottawa-knows-best, but rather we
need a government of yes.
Yes to energy self-sufficiency.
Yes to breaking down trade barriers,
and,
Yes to getting our products to
market, together.
Nothing frustrates me more
when I see so many groups and
political parties protesting Western
Canadian energy from being
exported to Asia and other markets
around the world.

Quite the contrary.
There are clear, constitutionally
prescribed areas of federal
jurisdiction.
And, on matters where provinces
disagree, especially when it involves
the national interest, strong and
effective federal leadership is not
only desired, it’s required.

I see them tie themselves to trees
and lay down in front of bulldozers,
blocking Canadian exports of our
resources.
But I don’t see them lined up and
down the St. Lawrence, blocking
tanker after tanker of foreign oil
coming in from Saudi Arabia,
Venezuela, or the United States.
That’s something that’s never made
sense to me.
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Often, we say that the world needs
more Canadian energy. I believe
that’s true. But I believe Canada
needs more Canadian energy, and
we will work to make sure that that
is a reality.
With good reason, all Quebecers
are very proud of hydroelectricity,
of the creation of Hydro-Québec,
and its role in the development of
Quebec.
Meanwhile, I hope that Quebecers
understand and respect how
Canadians from other provinces
want Canada to benefit from the
export of our oil and gas wealth.
When the first major oil discovery
was made at the Leduc 1 Well in
Alberta, in 1947, a wave of hope
swept across Western Canada, as
well as when the turbines of the
Manicouagan barrages started to
run.
This natural richness has benefited
all regions of Canada.
We have one of the greatest oil
reserves in the world, after Saudi
Arabia and Venezuela, but we can’t
take advantage of it because we do
not have enough pipelines.
It is an obstacle that hydroelectricity
has never faced.
This is why I have recently proposed
the creation of a pan-Canadian
energy corridor.
It stands to reason that this will not
be done against the will of one or
more provinces.
I want all Canadians, including
Quebecers, to recognize there
is enough place in Canada for
dynamic and competitive oil and
hydropower industries.
As Prime Minister, I will do
everything to help both develop
their exports.

NATIONAL ENERGY CORRIDOR
No concept better illustrates being
a country of yes – or indeed, my
whole vision for how provinces can
and should work together – than a
national energy corridor.
Last month, I spoke about the idea
of working toward that national
energy corridor to get our natural
resources moving.
A coast-to-coast route dedicated
to infrastructure that will move
Quebec electricity west as much as
it will move Alberta oil and gas east
and west.
Let me be clear: this would entail
a great deal of dialogue with
provincial governments and
Indigenous populations.
And I know it will take a lot of hard
work. I know it’s a big idea.
But so was Canada at one point in
time.
And I think it’s time for Canada to
draw on its history, to summon the
vision and the courage that at one
time we had in spades, and deploy
our collective will on a project that
will unite our country.
Because I believe a national energy
corridor can do for Canada what the
Canadian Pacific Railway did in the
days of Sir John A. Macdonald;
Or what the St. Lawrence Seaway
did – not only for commerce and
trade but also our long-standing
relationship with the United States
– during the days of Prime Minister
Mackenzie King and President
Roosevelt.
We are a sprawling nation, whose
people at important moments in
our history have been brought
together by ideas and big projects.
However, recognizing the need to
get our natural resources to new
domestic and international markets
is a matter of national importance.

It is, therefore, a federal
government responsibility.
With my proposal, and as Prime
Minister, we will tackle the ‘how’ of
getting our energy to market.
I will work with the provinces on the
‘how’ and the ‘where’ of a future
energy corridor.
But the ‘what’ – making Canada
energy-independent – that will
be the key goal of a Conservative
government.
And to be clear: the goal of this
corridor is not to replace what
the private sector has done
throughout our history. By creating
the regulatory path, multi-billion
dollar projects can be built without
taxpayers’ money.
OVERLAPPING JURISDICTIONS
Now, some issues cross boundaries,
and jurisdictions.
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Conservatives have a vision of
energy independence for Canada.

And in those cases, every order of
government needs to be actively
involved.
The health of our environment, for
instance, is something that all levels
of government need to address.
And while I will have more to say on
our plan for the environment later
this month, for now, let me say this:
A Conservative government will
not take an adversarial, top-down
approach.
Instead, we will work together with
provinces, cities, and other partners.
And it was in this spirit that I
announced, earlier this year, that
we will work with local governments
in cities across the country to help
eliminate the dumping of raw
sewage and wastewater into our
rivers and lakes.
On issues of immigration, we will
continue to work with provinces and
municipalities to ensure that the
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On infrastructure, too, collaboration
is essential.
Local communities generally know
which roads and bridges need
fixing.
However, the federal government
should be a funding partner on
big projects with an economic
competitiveness rationale: ports,
highways, transit, and more.
And a Conservative government will
be that partner.
INTERPROVINCIAL TRADE
As Prime Minister, I will also
undertake a government-wide
effort to remove the interprovincial
trade barriers that have held back
our federation for so long.
These barriers prevent the free flow
of people, and goods, and services
across provincial borders. And they
cost our economy untold billions of
dollars.
They make it more expensive to run
a business, they hurt consumers
with higher prices and less
competition, and frustrate bigdreaming innovators who want to
change the world.
We are missing out on a whole
new frontier of opportunity and
prosperity. The IMF estimates that
eliminating interprovincial trade
barriers could add $90 billion to
Canadian GDP.
That’s almost equivalent to the
entire economic output of Canada’s
transportation industry.
This is so frustrating, it breaks my
heart. Think of all the people we
could lift out of poverty and help
get ahead in life if we simply got
government restrictions out of the
way.
And right now is the moment to
tackle this.

We have a once-in-a-generation
opportunity, with a new wave of
free-enterprise, pro-trade premiers
in place across the country, to fix
this economic injustice once and for
all.
And that is why, in the first 100 days
of a new Conservative government,

Our goal will be
simple:
A brand new
and truly free
interprovincial
trade agreement.

In fact, there are 130 pages of
exemptions.
The Interprovincial Free Trade
Agreement that we will propose
will be a real free trade deal. Like
NAFTA. Like CETA. Like the TPP.
And negotiated freely in the spirit of
open federalism, with nothing more
than the basic promise of greater
prosperity bringing all parties to the
table.
It will be a huge step forward, well
beyond the current agreement.
Because with the current
agreement, despite its name, there
is nothing free about it. And Justin
Trudeau hasn’t lifted a finger to fix
it.
But our proposal will be
comprehensive. And it will be
approached in the same way
that we approach international
trade deals, with professional
commissioners and negotiators.

I will convene a First Ministers
meeting with internal trade at the
very top of the agenda.

And it will have the full support and
capacity of the federal government
behind it.

Our goal will be simple:

Canadians have sat across from
some of the toughest international
trade negotiators in the world and
we’ve been able to strike deals with
the likes of Chile, Japan, the United
States and the European Union.

A brand new and truly free
interprovincial trade agreement.
The Interprovincial Free Trade
Agreement.
And to do it, I will appoint a
Minister of Interprovincial Trade,
whose sole responsibility will be
to lead the negotiations and the
implementation.
Now, I am not talking about
a simple memorandum of
understanding.
Our previous Conservative
government made huge progress
on this issue, with the Canada Free
Trade Agreement.
However, since coming into force
two years ago, the Liberals have
done virtually nothing with it.
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best possible start is available for
newcomers to Canada.

Surely, we can do the same within
our own borders.
We are one free country. We should
have one free market.
The fathers of confederation
enshrined this principle into our
very first constitution.
Section 121 of the British North
America Act states “All Articles
of the Growth, Produce, or
Manufacture of any one of the
Provinces shall, from and after the
Union, be admitted free into each of
the other Provinces.”
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But tell that right now to the brewer
in Fredericton who has to pay for a
second inspection if he wants to sell
his beer in another province.
Or the Alberta rancher who needs a
federal inspection of her beef, if she
wants to sell it one province over,
even though she’s already passed a
provincial inspection.

and gentlemen.
One where Canadian unity is
brought about through shared
success and shared prosperity.
That is what I am excited to bring to
the Canadian people this October’s
election.
I hope I can count on your support.

This is a betrayal of our founding
values. And I intend to make it right.
In 1861, with Confederation still six
years off in the distance, Sir John A
Macdonald said of Canadian union:
“We are a great country, and shall
become one of the greatest in the
universe if we preserve it;
We shall sink into insignificance
and adversity if we suffer it to be
broken.”

Thank you very much.
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Or the journeyman welder from
Saskatchewan who has to jump
through more hoops than a circus
tiger to earn a living in another part
of the country.

Some 158 years later, I stand before
you to say that I am ready to stand
for our union…
And to reimagine it for the 21st
century and beyond based on three
simple pledges:
I will commit to open federalism,
recognizing that you cannot
exercise authority without true
accountability.
I will push ahead with a
transformative corridor project
that will both unite our people and
liberate our resources.
And I will work tirelessly to tear
down trade barriers between
provinces and territories that
have held captive our nation’s
potential for far too long, so we
can fully realize the benefits of
Confederation that were promised
151 years ago.
That is my vision for Canada, ladies
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